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Can you believe it? One year has gone by since I was nominated director of the Worcester
Art Museum. Plenty has happened over this year, and I look forward to sharing some
highlights with you this evening. But first, please join me in thanking our president, Cliff
Schorer, and the board, for their ongoing support of and commitment to this institution. 

I would also like to take this occasion to thank my predecessor, Jim Welu, who has earned
his title as director emeritus in this period of transition. Jim will remain a force to reckon
with in the community, and he can now comfortably lean back and see how the museum
builds on the successes of the past. Again, please show Jim your appreciation and thanks
for his wonderful term.

Over this last year at the museum, I have been struck by the quality and investment of the
staff I have the honor to share my working life with. Not only are they both dependable and
inspirational, but also they are also open to change. The most important development this
year was the inevitable move from a four- to a five- workday week, without any changes to
the annual budget. The rewards for this move will show, as we grow even more productive
and efficient. Please join me for a third and equally heartfelt round of applause for the staff. 

Before I present FY 12 in further detail, I would like to highlight some major
accomplishments: 
• The most emotional: we re-opened the Salisbury doors, showing the community that we are

open for business;
• The most visible: we gained press attention by leveraging the novelty of a new director, with

leading articles in the Boston Globe, New York Times and many professional and art
journals;

• The most substantial: we opened the museum for free over two months this past summer,
and we tripled our foot traffic in 2012 compared to the same period in 2011;

• The most promising: we jumpstarted long-term collaborations with local institutions, notably
the twelve local colleges and the Worcester Juvenile Court System;

• The most discreet: we started to reorganize our staff to better meet future challenges;
• The most ambitious: we forged a vision and laid a foundation with which to map our 10-yr

goals and establish markers on how to measure our progress.

WORCESTER ART MUSEUM

A year of transition

Director’s Report FY 2012
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Let us start with the art. This museum has produced remarkable exhibitions over the last
few decades. 2011 was an equally successful year. This is all the more noteworthy, as we
are operating with a dramatically diminished curatorial team – we have only three out of
the six curators a museum of this size would normally have on staff. 

Our most recent large-scale exhibition was “In Search of Julien Hudson: Free Artist of
Color in pre-Civil War New Orleans”. A selection of paintings, sculptures and works on
paper, it was both thought-in-progress as well as inspired scholarly work. At a time where
this country is becoming more and more diverse, ethnically and culturally, I felt the
exhibition did a particularly fine job in reframing the question: what makes American art
“American”?

I would also like to mention two other exhibitions: Ron Rosenstock’s magical photography
display, “Hymn to the Earth”, in our PDP galleries, which drew large crowds; and Carrie
Moyer’s baroque “Interstellar”, an eloquent proof for the vitality of works on canvas in
contemporary art.

As we move forward in the life of the museum, we will be focusing annually on two
exhibitions, and will be rethinking the role of smaller exhibitions in this context. This is
designed to leverage our limited resources to have as broad impact as possible. A great
example is:  “Kennedy to Kent State: Images of a Generation”, currently on view through
February 2013. Instead of two small banners on our Salisbury façade, there is one large
banner; instead of competing marketing priorities, we have focused our entire marketing
budget on this one exhibition for the period; instead of competing audience engagement
themes, we are focusing all programs around the current exhibition. Please go and see this
wonderful exhibition, in all parts thanks to David Davis’s phenomenal gift to our museum.
We must also thank and acknowledge David Acton, our curator of works on paper, and
Nancy Burns, curatorial assistant, who have worked on this project for years. We are all
proud of the result. Thank you.

In Search of Julien Hudson:  
Free Artist of Color in Pre-Civil War New Orleans 

Hiatt gallery 
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One of the ways that a traditional museum tries to generate new visitors and interest is by
reinstalling its galleries and presenting art works in new ways. This year, under the expert
guidance of our curator of Asian Art, Louise Virgin, we reinstalled our Japanese galleries,
in part made possible by the generous support of Margaret Hunter. I think that if you visit
this room, you will be both struck by the beauty and professionalism of the effect; and, in
parentheses, by the stark contrast with the neighboring galleries, now painfully insufficient
to the new and improved reality. The excellence of this installation is also due to Patrick
Brown, WAM’s Exhibition Designer and Chief Preparator. What this means is that Patrick
and his team did everything: from creating the display cabinets, to choosing the paint
colors for the walls and ceilings of the installation. When you visit this wonderful space,
please digest and enjoy the extent of their decisions and results.

Reinstallation

Japanese gallery
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The vitality of a museum is measured not just by its collection, but also by its ongoing
acquisitions. This is achieved by purchases and gifts. We are fortunate enough to have an
endowment for art acquisitions, generating annually about $1 million exclusively reserved
for purchasing. Additionally, we have a dedicated community of collectors, which we intend
to grow, as our curatorial team increases in the years to come. In the last FY, we paid off
two major acquisitions that Susan Stoops, our curator of contemporary art, made in 2011.
You can currently see Sol LeWitt’s “Incomplete Open Cube 7/29” and Alice Neel’s “Julie
and Aristotle” in the galleries dedicated to art since the mid 20th century. However, the
curtain in the slide is a teaser for a recent major gift of art to the museum. While the gift is
complete, we still need to do some legwork behind the scenes. We look forward to sharing
with you in more detail next year.

Acquisitions
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Some of you may recognize the painting on this slide. Here, Philip Klausmeyer, the Andrew
W. Mellon conservation scientist and paintings conservator at WAM, is restoring the work
in question. I cannot emphasize enough the importance of the conservation lab to the life
of the museum. Thanks to their expertise, we gain intimate knowledge of individual works,
and we are able to show our collection at its very best. This work, “The Christ of Saint
Gregory”, had numerous attributions: experts now think that it goes back to the school of
Provence, in Southern France. As you can see, Philip is working on the gold-ground, which
had been damaged over time; he also reversed some conservation decisions of half a
century ago, which had a detrimental effect on the integrity of the work. This is the type of
project that we will showcase in our new Jeppson Idea Lab, which will open in June of next
year. Stay tuned for more information on this exciting gallery in the months to come.

Conservation
Christ of Saint Gregory School of Provence, French, early 15th

century, The Christ of Saint Gregory,
1480–90, painting on panel,
Museum purchase, 1938.80
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Now I want to mention “Art All State”, which was funded by a generous grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts—and by many people in this room. As you all know, this
activity, which reaches about 140 students from sometimes as many schools, statewide,
celebrated its 25th anniversary this past June. “Art All State” is designed to connect young
talent with our Museum, and also to enhance our visitor base of the future. It also connects
us to schools, art teachers, parents, and communities beyond that of Worcester.
Additionally, “Art All State” gives us a high level of visibility and we want to build on this
visibility in years to come.

Art all-state
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There are various events that I want to mention that have particular importance to our
community. First of all, Flora in Winter, which attracted 4180 visitors in FY 12 (an increase
of 600 visitors from 2011), with 24 interpretive floral arrangements in the galleries and 18
florists in the public spaces …. and endless fun. Besides being beautiful in their own right,
these flower arrangements constitute meaningful bridges to the art in our gallery spaces.
No gallery was without visitors, no artwork was overlooked. I would like to thank Nancy
Jeppson for her coordination and all the volunteers for their enthusiasm and work.
Additionally, Flora in Winter plays an important role in our membership drive: 20% of our
membership revenue is generated during these few days of flower power. 

On June 1st, we also honored Mary and Warner Fletcher with the Salisbury award for their
long-term support of the museum. It was a wonderful evening, including a gathering in
Tuckerman Hall, where a specially-produced film was shown, where the museum staff
collectively thanked them, and where friends and co-supporters honored – in different
shades of humor – their history with the arts in general and the museum in particular. 

Our community 
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When we talk about community, we also have to talk about losses. Over the past twelve
months, Elaine Ciborowski, Jeanne Curtis, Myles Mc Donough, Richard Prouty and,
recently, Paul Morgan left us. With the exception of Elaine and Richard, I had the pleasure
to have at least one longer encounter with each of them. I learned about their commitment
to this institution and to Worcester; I also listened to their hopes for this institution, as we
move forward. They will be dearly missed. Yet they leave us with a profound legacy – that
of strategic and devoted philanthropy. This legacy is an obligation for us to continue to
think strategically, spend wisely and support generously so that the Worcester Art Museum
can thrive and continue to be an engine of positive change. As we move forward, we will
think about how we can honor the legacy of these philanthropists meaningfully. An
institution is what it is thanks to the support it receives and the enthusiasm it is able to
ignite – the pressure is on. 

Elaine Ciborowski Jeanne Curtis Myles McDonough Richard Prouty

In Memoriam

Paul S. Morgan
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Building on the successes of the past, we have formulated a vision statement for the next
10 years. This statement will help determine our strategic focus as we move forward. It will
allow us to align our activities, focus on incremental goals and determine milestones of
success. This statement is based on our Board’s request that we strengthen our
sustainability and relevance, as we write the next chapter of institutional history. 

In 2020, the Worcester Art Museum is a top cultural destination in New England. 
We attract over 200,000 visitors annually to our gallery spaces and play a critical
part in the cultural and economic vitality of the city of Worcester. Building on past
successes, we expand our role as a focal institution in the region, providing cohesion
to an ever-changing social fabric. As a highly motivated team, we connect with our
communities and build on the synergy with our partner institutions, including the
twelve colleges and universities in Worcester.

Capitalizing on our medium size, encyclopedic collection and robust exhibition
schedule, we emphasize a unique narrative – a narrative of connections: connecting
art with individual experiences, joy and discovery. We also connect people, cultures,
and histories with the here and now of a globalizing world. This narrative is
supported by our visitor-focused culture, a highly welcoming environment and 
an all-pervading openness to experimentation and creative thinking.

Relevance + sustainability
vision statement

In 2020, the Worcester Art Museum is a top cultural destination in New England.
We attract over 200,000 visitors annually to our gallery spaces and play a critical
part in the cultural and economic vitality of the city of Worcester. Building on past
successes, we expand our role as a focal institution in the region, providing
cohesion to an ever-changing social fabric. As a highly motivated team, we connect
with our communities and build on the synergy with our partner institutions,
including the twelve colleges and universities in Worcester. 

Capitalizing on our medium size, encyclopedic collection and robust exhibition
schedule, we emphasize a unique narrative – a narrative of connections:
connecting art with individual experiences, joy and discovery. We also connect
people, cultures, and histories with the here and now of a globalizing world. 
This narrative is supported by our visitor-focused culture, a highly welcoming
environment and an all-pervading openness to experimentation and creative thinking. 
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To implement such an ambitious vision, we initiated a process of reorganization and made some key appointments. 

• My very first appointment, last December, was the promotion of Tracy Caforio from Director of Human Resources

to the new position of Deputy Director and Chief Operating Officer. A member of the Museum crew since 2001, she

not only brings institutional knowledge to this position, but also her expertise in HR. In addition, Tracy is also a

certified public accountant and has previously been a partner in an accounting firm. In her new role, Tracy

oversees our administrative performance, operations, and helps me align our efforts and strategize with the Board

so that we regain financial sustainability as quickly as possible without jeopardizing the scope and impact of our

current institutional “jumpstart”.

• My second appointment was that of Susan Stoops as Interim Chief Curator. Susan, who looks back on a highly

distinguished career as a curator of contemporary art, has strengthened this institution via a highly dynamic

exhibition program and continues to do so. I cannot thank her enough for taking on this double task, which is

crucial as we rethink our institutional narrative, including exhibition strategy and gallery installations. Susan’s task is

particularly complex to manage, as our curatorial team is, as I already mentioned, considerably diminished. Going

forward, it is one of our top priorities to rebuild capacity in the curatorial departments, and help take some of this

pressure off.

• The most recent appointment is that of Jere Shea, who accepted the position as Director of Development this

September. Jere has a highly successful career in development, notably at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, the

Isabella Steward Gardener Museum and, most recently, at Partners In Health. Additionally, he has served in our

State government. Those of you who want to know more will also find online that he was nominated for a Tony

Award in 1994 as best actor in a musical on Broadway. Jere has taken on the charge of building our development

division so that our institution can gain financial health more quickly and that our plans to renovate our real estate

and modernize our institutional narrative can be fulfilled. To be successful, he and our development team need a

compelling institutional story to tell, a story that is inspirational and sets us apart. 

• One last key position still needs to be filled. We recently created the post of Director of Audience Engagement, and

hope to have a candidate in place early next year. The position description is unique in the museum world, as it

comprises oversight and coordination of visitor services, museum education, studio art classes as well as

marketing. Key functions of that position will be to broaden our constituencies by maintaining existing audiences

and by reaching out to new ones. A particular focus will be on institutional collaborations, particularly with the 12

colleges in our area, which serve more than 30,000 students annually. My staff and I have already started to

deepen existing relations and develop pilot projects. It is my hope that WAM will become a shared university art

museum, making the location in Worcester an asset for future enrollments, rather than an accident. May I add that

Worcester State University has just appointed Professor Kristin Waters to explore how WAM can become such an

asset? The future Director of Audience Engagement will not lack opportunities.

Please join me in officially welcoming the three members of the executive team  that are already in place.

Reorganization
Towards improved efficiency

Deputy Director + COO Director of Development Interim Chief Curator +
Curator of Contemporary Art

Director of Audience 
Engagement

coming soon
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With the vision statement in mind, the past FY constituted a period of strategic focus. 
Not only did we reallocate resources within the existing budget towards marketing, our
marketing efforts went through a process of strategic prioritization. As a result – and thanks
to the great work of our marketing team – billboards with the name of WAM showcasing
our activities popped up on the highways, and we established a partnership with WGBH.
The principal public event of this last year was the re-opening of the Salisbury doors,
thanks to a lead gift by Barry Morgan and with the help of all of you. The photograph
shows Malcolm Rodgers, director of the MFA in Boston, and I, doing the deed. State
Senator Harriet Chandler also participated, as did Barry. As you all know, the buzz we
created was considerable, magnified further by our free summer.

Strategic focus 
Marketing / Opening Doors / Free Summer
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Looking into the future, it is numbers that will help us measure the success of our
strategies, numbers based on clearly defined criteria. We are still some ways off reaching
our goal of welcoming 200,000 visitors a year by 2020. In FY 2011, we had 31,435 visitors
to our gallery spaces. The good news is that our admissions in FY 2012, the year of
transition, rose to 45,589 – this particularly thanks to the success of Ron Rosenstock’s
exhibition, and focused marketing around exhibitions and key events, including opening
the Salisbury doors and free admission during July and August. 

Admissions to the galleries of temporary and permanent display should not be confused
with another number - and museums often do: that of visitors to the premises. That number
is the combination of visitors coming to events outside opening hours, visitors attending
classes and visitors in the café. What this distinction of numbers does is to help us
understand how successful we were with our core mission as a museum: connecting
communities with the art, connecting communities with one another. Thanks to the work
Laura Riach, volunteer and visitor services manager at our Museum, we are also gaining
increasing insight into the composition of our visitors, in terms of zip codes, age groups
and otherwise. This fine tuned knowledge will help us to develop more efficient strategies
to reach out and be more effective in doing so. 

Measuring foot traffic
“clarity of criteria”

FY 2011
admissions: 31,435
on premises: 78,012
FY 2012
admissions: 45,589
on premises: 92,292

FY 2011-2012
admissions: +45%
on premises: +18%
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We also follow another set of numbers: that of website visitors. Along with many
businesses and organizations, we are learning to identify the relevant criteria to measure.
For the time being, we have narrowed our web traffic down to number of visits, unique
visitors and page-views. The increases from FY 2011 to 2012 are impressive. This is in
large part due to investments made by our marketing-team, helping to explain the doubling
of visits and page-views in 2012, and the almost tripling of unique visitors. And yet there is
a lot of room for improvement. For now, we will continue to push for growth while deploying
our limited resources wisely.

Measuring web traffic
“a tameable beast”

FY 2011
visits: 158,144
unique visitors: 87,860
pageviews: 508,647
FY 2012
visits: 331,834
unique visitors: 218,083
pageviews: 1,037,574
FY 2011-2012
visits: +109%  
unique visitors: +149%
page views: +104%
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Foot traffic cannot be increased without a clear message of relevance. The web is only one
of many tools; the printed word is another one. Before the end of the past FY, most of you
will have received our first “ACCESS”, a magazine with the mission to grow momentum
and connect. Published three times a year, ACCESS is intended to magnify our impact by
combining all our information in one issue and by presenting this information as a
meaningful esthetic experience. Our growing constituencies should feel proud to be related
to a vibrant institution like ours. The magazine also contains adverts to offset the costs and
connect us further with the business world. Our staff got a lot of calls from delighted
members of our constituency. This means that we are on the right track. The next issue
has just been sent to the printer – you will find it in your mailboxes shortly. For all those of
you who have received double or even triple copies our apologies: our database and
mailing list is also a work in progress.

Questions 
of relevance
“a work in progress”
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The foot traffic that we aspire to by 2020 is beyond the existing facility. Parking will be one
issue – I bet that your initial enthusiasm of not finding parking spaces might wear thin if our
foot traffic continues to grow – as will be accessibility to our building. We still don’t have
appropriate access ramps so that families with strollers and visitors with disabilities can be
welcomed appropriately. Also, some of our galleries show their age and even our
institutional narrative – defined by access, welcoming spaces and the aspect and
distribution of gallery space – needs rethinking. If we want to become a more active driver
for the development of Worcester, we also have to think about how we relate to the
campus of WPI, to Salisbury and to Main Street. Are you hearing between the lines that we
are gearing up for a capital campaign? The answer is yes - but not in this current fiscal
year. A lot of planning is needed; we have to be thinking in realistic increments, both
financially and in terms of projects that we can take on.  Currently, we are working with a
distinguished young architect, Kulapat Yantrasast, who regularly stops in Worcester on his
way from a project at the Harvard Art Museums to another one at the Francine and Sterling
Clark Art Institute in Williamstown. One of Kulapat’s key words is ‘acupuncture’ – a
metaphor for activating existing potential with minimal financial input. A point in case is our
Lancaster Lobby. After the reopening of the Salisbury doors, our attention is now focused
on Lancaster. While in the past decades, museums typically reinvented themselves via big
(and expensive) glass entrances, in the ‘acupuncture’ logic, we are considering just
opening the wall towards Lancaster Street. An acupuncture needle disguised as a sledge
hammer, if you will. Such an enterprise however, is meaningless without an access ramp,
without thinking in a holistic way about our Lancaster entrance situation. This is thought in
progress that I am sharing with you. We will be able to give a time frame once our
“Acupuncture Plan” – as opposed to a costly master plan – takes shape. Bear with us and
stay tuned. 

  

Efficient use of our real estate
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I wanted you to take three major points away from this director’s report:
First: Be aware that “everything is connected”. Relevance and diversification of income
stream go hand in hand. Even though we have the absolute obligation to get this institution
onto financially more healthy grounds, we have to be strategic with our focus. If we don’t
allocate resources to our curatorial team, we will run short of content. If we don’t allocate
enough resources to development, our jumpstart will loose pace; if we don’t continue to
engage the public, we loose our relevance, etc. This said, as we are gearing up to fulfill our
potential, we have to balance competing priorities – which isn’t always pain free. You have
to trust us.
Second: Be confirmed that this institution has incredibly healthy bones. It is not just an
outstanding collection, a phenomenal real estate, but also a relatively healthy endowment,
a great staff, opportunities galore, and YOU, the community that supports us, stimulates us
and challenges us. It is your right to ask for transparency and a vision that you can
buy into.
Third and last: This is your museum. Without you, we cannot exist. If this museum ignites
your enthusiasm, if believe in what we can do and be, if we have gained your trust via
transparency and vision, you owe it to your self and your passion to fully support us.
This support has many facets but what we need now is also your financial support to fulfill
the potential of the museum and thereby contribute to fulfilling the potential for Worcester.
Join us. 

FY 2013 
A year of 
capacity building

Joinus


